
Welcome to the VIBGYOR WhatsApp Group

This group is created with a specific intention, to open up a discussion and information sharing platform to all
participants and followers of VIBGYOR. However, to make the maximum utilization of this attempt/initiative, we at
VIBGYOR has set some basic rules to follow, which one has to follow strictly to remain a member of the forum. Request
all the members to kindly go through them carefully before posting any message/content in this group.

 No good morning/good night/greeting messages. No forward messages. PLEASE.
 You can wish anyone their birthday or congratulate them for any Art related achievement. Please note, this

message must not be any other forward image or message.
 Post messages which are only related to ART (Photography, fine art, painting, dance, literature) & Heritage

(information about antique product, material, or a heritage place).
 Please share any ART event happening across the city to admin first. Admin will take further action for posting

it in the group. Interested members shall follow up with the concerned person for further details of the event.
 You may post maximum 2 images/photographs in a day in the group. For posting more images, please utilise

our FB VIBGYOR Group: www.facebook.com/groups/infovibgyor/
 One is eligible to post 10 images only on his birthday. This special treatment is applicable only once a year for

a particular member, and cannot be transferred.
 Feel free to suggest for an event.
 You may add your comment/thinking to one particular suggestion given by any other member, but restrict

your response so that the discussion does not create any debate or hurt anyone’s emotions.
 Please avoid controversy or conflict across messages.
 For any personal requirement, please PM the particular member rather than opening up a discussion in the

group.
 Please do not share any web links.
 If you wish to inform/promote any event, please send it to admin across private msg for approval. Admin will

do the needful.
 If any member violates the rule, you are free to warn the action by sharing the rules to him/her.
 If a member is found to violate the rules even after warning, he/she will be removed from the group.
 If someone feels that the discussions in this group are not related to his/her topic of interest, he/she is free to

exit the group anytime.
 If you would like someone to be added in the group, please ask him/her to fill this online form:

https://goo.gl/forms/VnNjJHkQwg4Z4qJJ2



 Rules may be changed/modified or amended by admins at any time and must be abided by the group
members.

 Any dispute/problem can be addressed or must be addressed to admins in pm and amicable solution will be
worked out.

 If you have any further suggestions to add up in the rules column, please send PM/call to Indranil Mukherjee
(+91-9920773284).

New set of Additional Rules applicable from 1st January 2019

This New Year, we are looking forward for more participation and active contribution from each one of the group
members. Participation may not be necessary in the form of posting images, but as a critic, or suggestions to VIBGYOR
is also appreciable. These additional set of rules are prepared keeping in mind the suggestions received from you all.
We hope, every member will treat this as beneficial for the entire group as a whole:

1. Instant Challenge: There will be instant challenges announced on any particular date within the group itself.
Timeline will be given maximum for 3 days to compete for the same.

2. Story Teller: Groups will be created within the Whatsapp Groups of same city, and you all will be given a
project to document a story and send it across whatsapp. The tasks will include daily activities, and will not
require any specific travelling for the same. Deadlines will be given for a month maximum to work on it and
share across Whatsapp Group. One group leader will be selected, who will be the single point of contact for
any intermediate assistance required.

3. Meet-Up: Suggest regular meet-Ups, within your city, at least once in 2 months to further nurture the passion
and share experience.

4. Feedback Session: Apart from the continuous feedback within the group, once in a month on a particular
weekend, we will finalise a time for a general feedback. This feedback will be given across live video, which
one may join from any part of the world.

5. Elimination: Anyone within the group found to be inactive for consecutive few session/months will be
removed from the group. Please note, participation can be of any pattern – Photo, painting, sketching, critic,
suggestion, feedback.

https://goo.gl/forms/Cf5falCVvEzQBGff2

Click in the above link to ensure that you have read all the rules carefully and that you will make best use of its
implications within VIBGYOR Whatsapp Group.

Keeping high expectations of cooperation from all.

BON VOYAGE !!!


